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Experimental and Theoretical Study of RF Plasma
at Low and High Frequency

Tatyana V. Rakhimova, Oleg V. Braginsky, Vladimir V. Ivanov, T. K. Kim, J. T. Kong, Alexander S. Kovalev,
Dmitriy V. Lopaev, Yuri A. Mankelevich, Olga V. Proshina, and Anna N. Vasilieva

Abstract—A capacitive coupled radio-frequency plasma at
argon pressure of 100 mtorr, 13.56 and 81 MHz frequency and
high specific input powers has been studied both experimentally
and theoretically. The different numerical models were developed
and used for simulation. It was shown that the main ionization
source in low frequency (LF) discharge at all studied powers
is due to secondary electrons emitted from the electrode by ion
impact. The high-frequency (HF) discharge at the same powers is
operated in -mode. Applicability of fluid and kinetic models for
simulation of LF and HF discharges are studied on the base of our
experimental data.

Index Terms—Capacitive coupled radio-frequency plasma,
high specific power, low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF)
plasma, particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

LAST time both fluid [1] and particle-in-cell (PIC) [2]–[4]
models of double frequency (DF) discharges have been

developed. It is important to note that the plasma processing in
DF reactors are carried out at specific input power more than

W/cm . At these power conditions, the influence of
secondary electron emission ( electrons) and gas heating on
discharge self-organization should be studied. For this goal,
a comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of single
frequency discharge at high power is needed.

In [3] and [4], the simulation of both single (SF) and dual fre-
quencies discharges was carried out. Unfortunately, the absence
of comparison of simulation results with experimental data does
not allow to study discharge structure at high specific power in
details.

Single frequency and double frequency discharges were
studied both experimentally and theoretically in a wide range
of specific input powers. A vast volume of information obtained
from probe and emission spectroscopy measurements does not
come within the province of this paper and will be described
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in detail in future publications. In this paper, the emphasis is
on the peculiarities of the discharges on low frequencies (LF)
and high (HF) frequencies for high specific power inputs.

One of the important problems in the study of such dis-
charges is the possibility to use more simple and fast model to
reduce huge computational times. Huge computational time is
required even for fast PIC Monte Carlo (MC) models of the
reactor processes in complex multicomponent gas mixtures. It
should be noted that the use of analytical or semi-analytical
approaches seems to be very attractive but deals with addi-
tional problems: dividing electrons on different groups (“fast,”
“middle,” “slow”), setting charge fluxes on the boundaries of
electrode sheathes, and so on. This makes such approaches
more methodical rather than practical and allows to study
qualitatively the problems.

So the purpose of this paper is to study the possibility to use
modifications of fluid models and to compare the calculated re-
sults with PIC MC model calculations and experimental results,
and to reveal nonadequate features of such fast models in simu-
lations of radio-frequency (RF) discharges. To simplify the RF
discharge simulations, the experiments were carried out in the
specially designed symmetric reactor.

The following one-dimensional (1-D) models were devel-
oped and used:

1) PIC MC hybrid model (PIC MC for electron motion, fluid
for ion concentrations with momentum transfer equation
for ions fluxes);

2) fluid model for electrons and ions.
All results in this paper are presented for argon of 100

mtorr pressure. Low frequency is 13.56 and high frequency
is 81 MHz.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic diagram of the discharge chamber is shown
in Fig. 1. The inner diameter of the quartz discharge tube is
100 mm. The distance between two electrodes is 24 mm and the
diameter of the electrodes is 80 mm. The top electrode can be
water-cooled. Gas inlet is mounted in the top electrode, and the
exhaust was led out through the bottom electrode. The bottom
electrode was grounded, and the RF power from one SF or
two DF generators was transferred to the top electrode. In DF
plasma LF was 13.56 MHz (or 1.76 MHz) and high frequency
HF was 81.36 MHz. Powers of both generators were up to
250 W. The RF generators were coupled to the top electrode
by using the matching networks and RF filters. The RF powers
dissipated in the discharge at every frequency measured by
power-meters of forward and reflected waves. The voltages on
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the discharge chamber.

both frequencies applied to the top electrode were measured by
two voltmeters with RF resonance filters.

Plasma parameters were measured by using the Langmuir
probe technique. The plasma density and electron temperature
were deduced from ion saturation current and I–V characteris-
tics slope, respectively. A Langmuir probe tip was 300 in
diameter and 3 mm length. The probe could be moved along
the axis between electrodes and along radius of the discharge
chamber. Thus, distributions of plasma density and electron
temperature were measured both between electrodes and on
radius of the discharge chamber.

III. NUMERICAL MODELS

A. PIC MC Hybrid Model (Model 1)

In order to describe accurately the electron motion, a PIC-MC
method is used [5]. This method consists of integrating the equa-
tions of motion for a number of super-electrons. Every super-
electron is composed of a large number of real electrons, moving
with the same velocity. In the 1-D model, the equations of mo-
tion take the form

(1)

To solve the equations, a second order finite-difference
scheme was used. The electron density , which is used later
in solving the Poisson equation, is determined by linear inter-
polation according to the new locations of the super-electrons
and the super-electron weights. The electron wall reflection

TABLE I
ELECTRON–NEUTRAL COLLISIONS USED IN THE MODEL

ratio is set equal to zero, i.e., each super-electron is removed
from the model when it reaches the walls.

During each time step, every super-electron may participate in
electron–electron or one of the electron–neutral processes given
in Table I. The probabilities of the processes are evaluated by the
formula

(2)

where is the density of the target species, is the electron ve-
locity, is the cross section of the processes, and is the time
step. The energy loss of electrons with energy and mass due
to elastic collisions with molecules of mass is calculated by

. The electron energy loss due to inelastic colli-
sions was equal to the excitation energy or ionization potential.
The sum of the energy of the primary and secondary electrons,
which are formed after ionization, is equal to the difference be-
tween the initial energy of the primary electron and the ioniza-
tion energy. The total energy is divided in a random way between
these two electrons. The experimental momentum cross sections
were used for elastic collisions to describe correctly the electron
drift velocity. Electron-electron (e–e) collisions with energy of
the second electron smaller than the first one were considered to
eliminate double calculation of e–e collision. The e–e cross sec-
tion was chosen as a function of high energy (first) electron only,
which permits to decrease computation time.

The choice of the time step is predominantly determined by
two factors. First, it is related to the simulation of the elemen-
tary processes, i.e., an electron can at maximum participate in
only one process per time step. Consequently, the time step
must be much less than the characteristic time of the process
having the largest cross section. Second, it is governed by the
errors appearing when the equations of motion for electrons
moving in the spatially nonuniform field are numerically inte-
grated. This restriction can be estimated by using the following
expression [6]:

(3)
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Here, is the average electron energy, is the average
electron velocity, is the characteristic dimension of the
plasma, and is the ion diffusion coefficient. This expression
guarantees a good accuracy of the integration of the electron
motion equation for the characteristic time of an electron life in
the discharge, which is determined by ion diffusion.

It is clear that the super-particle weight determines the accu-
racy and the calculation time, i.e., a large super-particle weight
(corresponding to a small number of super-particles) results in
poor statistics and hence poor accuracy, whereas a small super-
particle weight (corresponding to a large number of super-par-
ticles) results in better accuracy but a long calculation time. We
used 32000–64000 super-electrons in our calculations.

The number of these super-electrons was modified in the al-
gorithm due to ionization processes and loss of superelectrons
at the wall. To keep the overall number of superelectrons ap-
proximately constant we modified their weight and number. If
the overall number of the superelectrons exceeded 110% of the
required value, then 1% of occasionally chosen superelectrons
were “killed,” whereas the size of other superelectrons was in-
creased by 1% to keep the overall charge of superelectrons un-
changed. If the overall number of the superelectrons reduced to
90% of the required value, then 1% of the occasionally chosen
superelectrons were doubled, whereas the size of all superelec-
trons was decreased by 1%. Superelectron weight modification
was carried out at a fixed phase of RF discharge. It prevents
unwanted switching of this mechanism due to changing of the
super-electron number with RF phase. To reduce the simulation
time, we used hydrodynamic approach for ions motion.

Spatial distributions of ions are calculated from continuity
equations

(4)

where is the concentration of type ions ( for the ex-
periments in Ar) and is the drift velocity. The ion fluxes are
calculated by modeling the momentum transfer equation

(5)

(6)

(7)

where and are the normalized mass and diffusion coef-
ficients for ions, for electric field, is characteristic time
of scattering of ion on particle ( on Ar for example).

The source term represents the creation and destruction
of the particles by electron impact collisions (see Table I). The
cross sections of these processes were taken from [7].

As mentioned above, at each time step when the super-elec-
trons are followed, the balance equations for the various ions and
neutral species are also solved, together with Poisson’s equation

(8)

The potential at the grounded electron is set equal to zero.
The potential at the driven electrode is set equal to

(9)

where and are the amplitude and the frequency of the
applied potential, respectively. The value of is adjusted
until the dissipated power in the discharge equals the experi-
mental value of electric input power. No direct current self-bias
voltage is considered in this 1-D model.

The boundary conditions for ions

(10)

where is the loss probability for type ions. At our experi-
mental conditions, the value of for ions was equal 1.

Electrons are absorbed and ions are neutralized on the elec-
trodes. Secondary electron emission from electrodes due to ion
impacts is included.

Spatial distributions of all neutral species (including lowest
metastable and resonace argon states) are calculated
from continuity equations

(11)

where is the concentration of type species,
is the diffusion flux, is diffusion coefficient,

and is the total rate of creation and destruction of given
species in different reactions (Table I).

The boundary conditions for neutral species

(12)

is the thermal velocity, is the loss probability for type
species. In the model, the loss probabilities for and
are equal 1. The total pressure in the model is given by the
ideal gas law

(13)

where is the Boltzmann constant and is the gas
temperature.

The spatial distribution of gas temperature is calcu-
lated from the equation

(14)

where is the heat flux density, is the heat
conductivity coefficient, is the heat capacity per one mole-
cule, and is the total density of heat sources and heat losses
caused by different chemical reactions.
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The boundary condition for (14)

(15)

where is the electrode temperature. At our experimental con-
ditions, is equal 300 K. Gas temperature was not measured
experimentally.

In this model, known numerical method of speeding up the
PIC calculation (longer ion time steps) is applied. One of “bottle
neck” in PIC modeling is long time (about 1000 RF periods)
for electron quasi-stationary value. To solve this problem, the
power modulation method was applied at first. It is necessary
note that all mentioned above speeding-ups allowed us to reduce
PIC simulation time significantly. As a result, 1 h computational
time on 3-MHz INTEL Pentium processor personal computer is
required to calculate the discharge parameters behavior during
5 s of physical time. The computational time was comparable
with fluid model (Model 2, see below) simulation time.

The total set of the chemical reactions taken into account in
the model is given in Table I.

The well-known cross section set for Ar [8] we tested using
MC and two-term approach (TTA) models for electron swarm
parameters calculations. The simulation results are in good
agreement with experimental data. It is necessary to note that
all excitations in [9] were combined into one total cross section.
However, plasma chemistry with metastable states and radi-
ation processes could be very important in plasma modeling.
For this goal, we separated the total cross section from [8] on
two parts by the following manner. We used the measured total
cross section of metastable states— , taken from [9].
The cascade transactions from upper Rydberg states were taken
into account. The total excitation cross section of resonance
states was updated by subtraction of the total metastable cross
section from the total excitation cross section. The received
total resonance states cross section is in a reasonable agreement
with calculated the corresponding cross sections for low argon
states , with cascade processes taken from [9].

B. Fluid Model (Model 2)

The 1-D fluid model of capacitive coupled plasma (CCP) dis-
charge was set up on the base of the commercial multiphysics
software package CFD-ACE [11]. Detailed formulation of the
model and description of the used numerical schemes and so-
lution methods can be found in [11]. The electron transport is
described by the electron balance equation, the drift diffusion
approximation is used for the electron density flux. The elec-
tron temperature is found from the electron energy balance
equation. The electron induced reaction rates, the electron mo-
bility, and diffusion coefficients as functions of are found
by the integration of the corresponding cross sections with the
Maxwellian electron energy distribution function (EEDF).

The mass balance equations are solved also for each ion and
neutral species. The ion velocities are found from the ion mo-
mentum equation. It should be noted that similar to the PIC

1http://www.esigroup.com/SimulationSoftware/CFD_ACE/appl_plasma.html
and http://www.cfdrc.com/~cfdplasma/

Fig. 2. Electron density in the center of the discharge as a function of the ab-
sorbed power, at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. Solid line (exp)—experimental
data; dashed line (PIC)—results of the PIC model; dotted–dashed line (fluid)—
results of the fluid model.

model, the CFD-ACE fluid model takes into account the in-
crease of ion–neutral collisional frequency and thus decrease
of the ion mobility in the relatively high electric fields when the
ion drift velocity becomes comparable with the thermal velocity
of ions. The self-consistent electric field is found by solving the
Poisson equation. The voltage at the powered electrode is set as
the model input parameter or calculated from the equation of a
simple external circuit equation consisting of the power source
and one blocking capacitor. Secondary electron emission (SEE)
coefficient due to ion flux and kinetic scheme are the same as in
model 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS. DISCUSSION

Figs. 2 and 3 show the plasma density measured by a Lang-
muir probe in the center between the electrodes as a function of
the RF power dissipated in the discharge volume at 100 mtorr at
13.56 and 81 MHz, respectively. Fig. 4 and 5 show effective RF
voltages ) applied to the top electrode at
13.56 and at 81 MHz as a function of the RF power. In Figs. 6
and 7, plasma density versus at 13.56 MHz and 81 MHz
are presented. Fig. 8 shows electron temperature versus input
power. Curve 1 corresponds to 13.56 MHz, curve 2–81 MHz.
Values of temperature are received from the analysis of I–V
characteristics. Curves were measured by Langmuir probe. It
is seen that at the HF frequency excitation both electron density
and temperature are higher than at LF.

It is necessary to point out that in the given experiments the
error of electron temperature measurement makes up 0.5 eV.
Weak growth of temperature for 81 MHz is observed. The
change of temperature in 13.56 MHz is within the limits of
measurement accuracy.

The simulation at different discharge parameters was carried
out to reveal the correlations with experimental data. As it was
pointed out in the Introduction, to develop adequate model of a
DF discharge it is necessary to establish structure and specific
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Fig. 3. Electron density in the center of the discharge as a function of the ab-
sorbed power at a frequency of 81 MHz. Notation is the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Effective voltage at the powered electrode as a function of the absorbed
power at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. Notation is the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Effective voltage at the powered electrode as a function of the absorbed
power at a frequency of 81 MHz. Notation is the same as in Fig. 2. PIC simula-
tion: full circle— = 0:1; open circle— = 0.

features of a SF discharge at high input powers. At this stage, ex-
perimental observations and measurements, and especially the

Fig. 6. Electron density in the center of the discharge as a function of the ef-
fective voltage at the powered electrode, at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. Solid
line (exp)—experimental data; dashed line (PIC)—results of the PIC model;
dot–dash line (fluid)—results of the fluid model; shot–dashed line (PIC ( =
0))—results of the PIC model without secondary electron emission; dotted line
(fluid ( = 0))—results of the fluid model without secondary electron emission.

Fig. 7. Electron density in the center of the discharge as a function of the ef-
fective voltage at the powered electrode, at a frequency of 81 MHz. Notation is
the same as in Fig. 6.

study of discharge parameters as a function of RF frequency at
fixed input powers are of primary importance.

Simulation trends of plasma density against input power and
are presented in Figs. 2, 3, 6, and 7 along with experimental

data. Calculation values of effective RF voltages are shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. It is seen that in SF plasma electron density
at 81 MHz is essentially higher than at 13.56 MHz at equal
power input. The significant decrease of applied voltage with
frequency in SF discharge was revealed.

The simulation results of Model 1 at LF frequency are in
a reasonable accordance with experimental data (Fig. 2, 4, 6).
Note that the discharge at 13.56 MHz is operated -mode in
all range of experimental values of input powers [12]–[14]. Ac-
cording to [12], the transition from - to -mode at this RF
frequency is observed at –75 V at Ar pressure of
100 mtorr. This voltage value is lower than our experimental
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Fig. 8. Experimental electron temperature versus power. 1–13.56 MHz;
2–81 MHz.

voltages. Electron cathode beam produced by SEE from the
electrode due to the ion bombardment starts to be significant
ionization source. A reasonable for Ar ions value was
used in simulation. In this case, PIC MC model (Model 1) quite
adequately describes the experimental results.

It is necessary to note that at these LF and Ar pressure range
-mode transition has weakly pronounced hysteresis struc-

ture in volt-current dependence without sharp current increasing
after the discharge reconstruction to -mode operation [12]. At
these plasma conditions, the ionization length of the secondary
electrons exceeds the sheath width. As a result, the ionization
events will take place not only near sheath boundary but also in
the quasi-neutral plasma region. So there is no sheath break-
down at these plasma conditions. It was shown [12] that the
plasma impedance is capacitive in such conditions.

As an example, calculated time dependences of the discharge
current and voltage at 33 W powers are presented in Fig. 9(a).
The similar results are observed for others input powers. As it
is seen, the total current and voltage are near radian out of
phase. The total current through the discharge is established by
the displacement current in the sheaths because of small parts
of the electron and ion currents [Fig. 9(b)]. It corresponds to
capacitive plasma impedance.

It should be emphasized once more that the comparison of
discharge parameters at different frequencies should be carried
out at the same fixed power rather than applied voltage. So, for
example, it was concluded in [4] that plasma potential of a SF
discharge is weakly dependent on frequency. Such a conclu-
sion was based on discharge simulation under fixed discharge
voltage. However, as it is seen from Figs. 4 and 5 at the same
voltage, for example 150 V, input power at 80 MHz is in 10
times higher than input power at 13.56 MHz! Simulation results
using Model 2 with are presented in Fig. 2, 4, and 6 for
LF discharge. As it seen from Fig. 2, simulation results are lower
than experimental plot. As appears from Fig. 4, values in
Model 2 are substantially lower than in Model 1 for the same
power inputs. Moreover, sharp turn is observed on depen-
dence of plasma density (Fig. 6). Such character of -mode
transition is typical for high pressures torr [12] and cor-
responds to sheath breakdown. Nonsinusoidal behavior of

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. (a) Time dependence of the discharge current and the voltage at
the powered electrode at a frequency of 13.56 MHz and at different input
powers (PIC model). Line—current (solid line—33 W, dashed line—3 W),
symbols—voltage (squares—33 W, triangles—3 W). (b) Time dependence of
the electron and ion currents at the powered electrode at a frequency of 13.56
MHz and an input power of 33 W (PIC model). (c) Time dependence of the
total discharge current (solid line), electron current (dashed line), ion current
(shot–dashed line), displacement current (dotted–dashed line), and the voltage
(circle symbols) at the powered electrode at a frequency of 13.56 MHz and an
input power of 100 W ( fluid model). Triangle symbols—plasma potential in
the center of the discharge.

discharge current provides additional confirmation of this state-
ment. Similar dependences are described in [15] for helium like
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) Spatial distribution of the power density absorbed by electrons at
a frequency of 13.56 MHz and an input power of 3W (PIC model). (b) Spatial
distribution of the ionization rate at a frequency of 13.56 MHz at different input
powers ( PIC model). Thick solid line—33 W, dashed line—3 W, thin solid
line—33 W without secondary electron emission ( = 0).

plasma and in [16] in helium plasma at pressure of 3 torr and
. As an example, calculated temporal dependences of the dis-

charge current at 100 W power using Model
2 are presented in Fig. 9(c). The triangular shape of discharge
current indicates on strong nonlinear discharge impedance and
a more resistive sheath. Thus, the transition to mode in Model
2 takes place at . The structure of this transition is
similar to the collisional ones. It connects with not correct sim-
ulation of SEE in Model 2.

Calculated results for Models 1 and 2 with are also pre-
sented in Fig. 6, indicating important role of both beam electrons
and nonlocal features of bulk electrons. To illustrate the impor-
tant role of both SEE and nonlocal effects in electron heating
at the studied conditions, the spatial distributions of electron
input power at 3 W total power and ionization rate for both 3 W
and 33 W total powers calculated in Model 1 at 13.56 MHz are
shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively. Data for 33 W were
presented both with SEE and without SEE taking into account.
In Fig. 11, EEDF in the center of discharge are presented for
different input powers.

As it is seen from Fig. 10(a), the main electron power de-
position is realized in the sheaths even at power 3 W. But the

Fig. 11. EEDF in the center of the discharge at a frequency of 13.56 MHz at
different input powers (PIC model). Thick solid line—33 W, dash line—3 W,
thin solid line—33 W without secondary electron emission ( = 0).

spatial distribution of the ionization rate has a flat profile due to
nonlocal nature of discharge [Fig. 10(b)]. Simulation result with

for power 33 W is shown in Fig. 10(b) also. It is seen
that the spatial distribution of the ionization rate without SEE is
picked in the bulk of discharge. The profiles of EEDF in Fig. 11
indicate that at high power (33 W) the “tail” of fast electrons (en-
ergies greater than 25–30 eV) is greater than at 3 W RF power.
The exclusion of electrons from simulation results in signif-
icant decreasing of the fast electron tail and EEDF increasing
near ionization potential energies 12–30 eV. It results in the
plasma density decrease and electric field increase, and as a re-
sult in mean electron energy increase.

Consider the specific features of HF (81 MHz) discharges in
the same range of input powers. Calculated and experimental
results are presented in Figs. 3, 5, and 7. As it followed from
Model 1, the HF discharge is in mode for entire range of input
powers. To illustrate the fact that the HF discharge is burnt in
near mode for all input powers, i.e., SEE is not so significant
for HF discharge, the plasma density calculated by Models 1
and 2 with are shown in Fig. 7. Calculations of electron
density for Model 2 as a function of input power and
voltage are in good agreement with Model 1 . The small
difference shows that description of non-local behavior of bulk
electrons using electron energy equation is quite adequate for
these HF discharges.

It is necessary to note that small differences between exper-
imental and calculated results could be connected with plasma
burning not only in electrode gap but outside electrode region
especially at high input powers. In this case, non-1-D feature of
the discharge is revealed for both frequencies. Thus, to compare
calculated and experimental data, we used effective electrode
area of 10 cm in diameter rather than cm.

It should also emphasize one important moment. In simula-
tion of both LF and HF discharges at high power inputs, it should
also control the applicability of different approaches for ion ki-
netics. As it was noted above, ion inertion is taken into account
using ion momentum equation. However, for high powers, it is
necessary to take into account nonconstant behavior of ion mo-
bility in strong sheath fields. Accurate description of this effect
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Fig. 12. Spatial distribution of the ion Ar density at a frequency of 81 MHz
and an effective voltage at the power electrode U = 140 V. Solid line—re-
sults of the fluid model with ion mobility correction (see the text), dash line—re-
sults of the fluid model without ion mobility correction.

Fig. 13. Power absorbed by electrons (Pow ) and by ions (Pow ) as func-
tions of the total input power. Lines—results of the fluid model, symbols—re-
sults of the PIC model.

is possible in kinetic approaches for ions. Standard ion mobility
should be corrected when ion drift velocity is comparable with

ion thermal velocity [17]. Effectively it means that in general
case ion mobility could be approximated as follows:

(16)

The use of this approach in our case is grounded on collision
mode for ions in both LF and HF discharges. Our experiments
show that kinetic approach for ions is required for pressures
lower than 45 mtorr. As an illustration, Fig. 12 shows calculated
(Model 2) distributions of plasma density with and without ion
mobility correction (16). As it is seen, plasma density profile
is changed substantially if mobility correction is not taken into
account.

Note that gas temperature was not measured experimentally.
The results of simulation show that spatial distribution of has
a typical Bessel profile. Maximal values of in the center of

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. (a) Spatial distribution of the ion Ar density at a frequency of 81
MHz. Solid line—results of the PIC model at an input power of 30 W, dash
line—results of the fluid model at an input power of 36 W. (b) Spatial distribu-
tion of the electric potential at a frequency of 81 MHz. Solid line—results of
the PIC model at an input power of 30 W, dash line—results of the fluid model
at an input power of 36 W.

discharge at high powers are not exceeded 440 K for HF (30 W)
and 337 K for LF (33W).

Fig. 13 shows calculated (Model 1 and 2) averaged over pe-
riod and gap powers absorbed by electrons and ion as
functions of total input power

(17)

for 13.56 MHz and 81 MHz, respectively. As it seen from this
figure, the description of electron and ion absorbed power redis-
tribution at different total input powers is close for both models.
Nevertheless, as it seen from Fig. 13, for discharge at HF, more
correct kinetic approach for electrons (Model 1) increases en-
ergy absorbed by electrons in comparison with Model 2.

As it followed from our study and analysis of different
approaches to simulation of LF and HF discharges at high
specific input powers, the simpler fluid model with ion mobility
correction could be used for optimization of technological
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Fig. 15. Spatial distribution of the averaged electron temperature at a frequency
of 81 MHz. Solid line—results of the PIC model at an input power of 30 W,
dashed line—results of the fluid model at an input power of 36 W.

Fig. 16. Spatial distribution of the ionization rate at a frequency of 81 MHz.
Solid line—results of the PIC model at an input power of 30 W, dashed line—re-
sults of the fluid model at an input power of 36 W.

processes and prediction of plasma densities as functions of
input powers. The possibility to have such dependences and
trends on the base of fast model allows to carry out express
analysis of the reactor processes in complex gas mixtures
used in the technology.

However, it shouldunderstand that fordetail studyofdischarge
structure kinetic approach for electrons and, in some conditions,
for ions is necessary. As an illustration, Fig. 14–16 show
spatial distributions of averaged over period plasma density,
electric field potential, electron temperature, and ionization rate
returned by Models 1 and 2. Figs. 15 and 16 show that kinetic
approach for electrons in weakly collisional -mode results in
electron temperature and ionization rate increase in presheaths
because of nonlocal behavior of electron energy spectrum.
This fact is confirmed by our optical emission measurements.
Fig. 17 shows the experimental data on spatial distribution of
atomic and ion argon lines for the conditions of Fig. 16. The
comparison of Figs. 16 and 17 show that kinetic approach
for electrons is required for correct description of discharge
spatial structure.

Fig. 17. Typical spatial distribution of Ar(2p � 1s transition� 750 nm)
and Ar (470 nm) emission in the interelectrode gap of the 81 MHz CCP dis-
charge at pressure of 100 mtorr (RF power 31 W). “0 mm” is a position of the
powered electrode, “24 mm” is a position of the grounded electrode. Vertical
dashed lines show approximate positions of the electrode sheaths.

V. CONCLUSION

The CCP discharges in Ar in single (LF of HF) frequency
mode at pressure 100 mtorr and high specific input powers have
been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The
Lagnmuir probe was used for measuring the plasma density.
The spectrograph and imaging intensified charge-coupled de-
vice system were used for characterizing the spatial structure of
electronic excitations in the discharge.

Different kinetic and fluid models were developed and used.
It was shown:

• The 13.56-MHz discharges are burnt in -mode for applied
voltages and input powers under study.

• There is a good agreement of experimental and simulated
(Model 1 with secondary electron-ion emission coefficient

) dependences for LF discharge.
• 81-MHz discharges are burnt in -mode for applied volt-

ages and input powers under study.
• There is a reasonable agreement between experimental and

simulated dependences of plasma density as a function
input power and applied voltage for 81-MHz discharges.

• Ion mobility correction is necessary to take into account in
strong sheaths fields.

• Kinetic approach for electrons is required for correct de-
scription of discharge spatial structure.
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